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I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this Applications Bulletin is to intra· 
duce the reader to the general problem of group 
delay compensation of linear networks. The effects of 
group delay distortion on the time domain response 
of a linear network are discussed, as well as methods 
for producing sharp cutoff filters wi t h lineal' phase 
characteristics. In addition , computer optimization 
and equalizer parameters are introduced with the 
viewpoint of intelligently specifying cost·effective 
equalizers a nd equalized filters. 
It is not th e intention of the authors to delve into th e 
attributes or design of specific communications 
systems as th ey per tain to group delay distort ion , but 
in stead to present guidelines t ha t permit system 
designers to specify filters and equalizers to th e pre· 
sent state of the art. 

II. GROUP DELAY AND ITS DEFINITION 
Th e purpose of frequency dependent elements in any 
communications system is to provide s ignal· ta- noise 
ratio enh ancement. This is generally achieved by re
lating a band limited sign al f( t ) to its fr equency spec· 
trum F(w), passing the frequencies con tained in F(w), 
and rejecting those frequencies not contained in 
F (w). Natura lly, it is hoped that f(t ) can be recovered 
with as little distortion as possible. Historically, com· 
munications systems have been concern ed with voice 
transmission; th e final receiver being the human ear. 
Th e physiology of the human ear is such t hat t he fre· 
quency content of the signal is far more important 
t ha n the rela tive ph ase of those frequencies. Sin ce 
th e phase relationship was of minor importa nce to 
the "undistorted" transmission of voice, fi lters with 
sharp cutoff frequencies could be ut ilized t hus limit· 
ing noise componen ts without rega rd to the ph ase 
characteristics of the fil te r. 
The advent an d burgeoning of data communications 
has altered these basic precepts. We now find that 
th e ph ase ch aracteristics of filters is as importan t as 
its amplitude characteristics -sometimes more so. 
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Communication channels possess phase shift vs. fre
quency cha racte ristics typified by Figure L 
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Figure 1. Typical Phase Shift of a Communications 
Channel 

Th e slope of th e phase cha racteristic is defin ed as the 
group (or envelope) delay , specifica lly: 

Group Delay ~ - :: ~ Gd th e de~ivative of phase. 

Figure 2 shows the group delay corresponding to th e 
ph ase characteristics show n in Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Typical Relative Group Delay of a 
Communications Channel 
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It is the relative difference of the group delay within 
the channel that we call group delay distortion. If the 
phase shift of a system were linear, the group delay 
would be constant a nd the group delay distortion 
would then be zero. (See Figure 3) This, of course, 
would be the group delay of an idea l system. 
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Figure 3. Phase Shift and Group Delay of an Ideal 
System 

We can motivate the concept of group delay by t he 
following considerations: The delay of a sine wave is 
given as follows: 

if 

then f(t ) (delayed I ~ cos wo(t-to) 

wh ere to is the delay in time. 

Thus, if we conside r the problem of passing F(w) 
through some t ransfer fun ction I A (w) l.jO(w) with 
minimum distortion , it is apparent that A (w) should 
be constan t and t hat O(w) should be such that the fre
quency components "line up" exactly as t hey did in 
F(w). That is to say, if one frequency componen t ex
periences a delay of to through A (w ), then a ll of the 
frequency components of F(w) must experience the 
same delay. 

or to = constant 
woto = 00 

and 00 must be linear with W o 

dO 
then~= to 

dw o 

thus ~ is a good measure of constancy of delay over 
dwo 

a band of frequencies. 
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This concept of a measure-of constant delay over a 
band of freque ncies is further motivated by the 
following considerations: 

Assume an amplitude modulated sinewave of the 
form: 

wh ere fl (t) has a Fourier Transform FI (w ) 

Also assume that fl (t) is ba nd limited 

forall lwi > n 

If for (wo - n , Wo + n); I A (wl is constant, a nd O(w) is 
linear, then 

A (w) ~ A (wo); wO - n < w < Wo + n 

a nd 

where tph is ph ase delay and tgr is group delay. 

This network , therefore, acts as an ideal symmetric 
band pass fil te r and the output g(t) is given by: 

wh ere we assume A (wo) = 1 

Note that tgr (w - w o) ~ delay of envelope of fl (t ) and 
tph = delay of carrie r. 

In a physical system A (w) a nd O(w ) are not constant 
and may not be symmetri c. If this variation is small , 
then tgr gives the displacement of the center of gra
vity of the envelope and can be referred to as Group 
Delay. Note that we require a relatively narrow ban d 
system. tgr(w) gives a measure of the deviation from 
linear phase- a specification we can label "variation 
of group delay". (See Figure 4) 
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Figure 4. Variation of Group Delay 
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Although strictly speaking group delay is not an a t
tribute of low pass filters, it is common practice to 
specify variation of group delay for low pass filters as 
a measure of phase linearity. This practice has arisen 
for good reason. 
Firstly, in communications systems, it is common to 
mix baseband signals up or down with respect to an 
IF frequency. Within the context of the IF frequency 
(usually relatively narrow band). group delay is well 
defined and the group delay of t he low pass filter 
adds to group delay of the IF filter , as we will subse
quently show. 
Secondly, it is generally easier and preferable to 
equalize IF networks at baseband frequencies. 
Since phase is generally lagging, group delay is most 
commonly defined as 

G - d9. d d' . . b d = -- In or er to enve a positive num er. 
dw 

III. THE ATTRIBUTES OF PHASE 
LINEARITY 

To demonstrate the beneficial effects of linearizing 
phase, we present a simple example: 
Consider the step response of a simple RC low pass 
filter as shown in Figure 5. 

1 ---.------

t 

t- 0 

1 ----?-----

<--V __ t 
- t 

vo(t) = 1 - E RC where v;(t) = /«t); a unit step 

Figure 5. Response of'RC Low Pass Filter 
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The transfer function is given by: 

H (w) = _....:1,-:--:-
1 + jwRC 

1 e- j tan - iRe 
11 + (wRC)21'h 

The phase characteristics are given by: 

9(w) = - tan - i RC 

which is clearly nonlinear as a function of was shown 
in Figure 6. 

9(w) 

~ __________ ~~w 

- 90' ~."".-----

Figure 6. 9(w) = - tan - 1 RC 

Assuming the above amplitude characteristics but 
with linear phase: 

1 
H (W)linear phase = 11 + (wRC)2]'h e - jwto 

The response to a unit step v;(t) = u(t) is shown in 
Figure 7 . 

~-----------.. t 

Figure 7. Step Response of' L inear Phase RC Low 
Pass Filter 

Note t hat the phase equa lized response is symmetric 
and has approximately 5X, faster rise time. 



For a square wave input, the resultan t outputs are 
shown in Figure 8. 

L-______ ~~ ______ ~_.. t 

Non·Phase Equalized 

~ ______ ~~~ ____ ~ __ ~ t 

Phase Equalized 

Figure 8. Effect of Phase Linearity on Square Wa ue 

Linear ph ase is of course, non physical. However, 
good approximations can be made by phase equa liza· 
tion. While this simple low pass fil ter is not one we 
would ever choose for a system, it does demonstrate 
the importance of linear phase to symmetric, low dis
tortion s ignal transmission. Certain generalizations 
can be made based on t his example. 
In general, amplitude variation s or bandwidth -limit
ing introduces symmetric distortion. Thus, if a pulse 
is passed through a system with lin ear phase re
sponse, the induced distortion does not inte rfere with 
the signal symmetry regardless of th e a mplitude reo 
sponse. Non-lin ear phase response, however, not on ly 
distor ts the signal but distorts it nonsymmetrically
a condition which severely degrades systems such as 
radar, TV, and digital communications. 

IV. EFFECTS OF GROUP DELA Y 
DISTORTION 

Here we examin e the effects of deviation from phase 
lin eari ty on time domain response. 
Assuming sinusoidal variation in group delay-a con
dition which approximates the effects of deviation 
from phase lin earity of a filter which has been 
equalized optimally in the mini-m ax sense with cons
tant weighting. The results show that t he output sig· 
nals deviation from symmetry is proportional to the 
amplitude of the variation in group delay . 

bn1T n1T 
LetGd = W-cosw--w+to 

e e 

where n is an integer and We is some arbitrary cutoff 
frequency and to is some constant delay 
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integrating: 

( ) b
. n1TW 

Ow = -wt - sm-
W e 

b · I . I and .6.0(w) = - - (eJn7Tw We - e - Jn7Tw we) 
2 

If 60(w) is small 

then .-jL>.O(wl = l - j60(w) 

Let ho(t) be the impulse response of the fi lter assum· 
ing perfectly linear phase, then 

b n 1T b n1T 
h(t) = ho(t) + -2ho( t + --) - -2ho(t - --) 

W e We 

as shown in Figure 9. 

h(t) 

Figure 9. Impulse Response h(t) 

Note the departure from symmetry of the impulse r.e· 
sponse h(t) by virtue of "echos" of ho(t). 

Also, 

where g(t) is the output of the filter assuming cons· 
tant group delay for some a rbitra ry input. 

Often, more importance is given to equalizing the 
region below cutoff and relaxing the specification as 
cutoff frequency is approached and passed. Under 
these conditions, optimization of the equalizer in the 
least squares sense with non-constant weighting can 
be modelled by assuming varia tion of group delay of 
the following form: 

dO n1TW 
- -= t bw cos ---

dw 0 We 

bn7T f 11 d' . where --< < 1 or sma IstortlOn; 
We 

f 
"> 



, 

integrating 

bw 
O~-wt - = o nrr 

and 

and 

[Sin 
nrrw 

bWe 
2nrr 

_ b2 dgo(t - w;;-) + 
[ 

nrr 

2 dt 

bn7TW 
--cos 

We 

E jn11'w/wc E - jn1TW/ Wc 

nrr J -) 
We 

which gives echos of the derivative of g(t) as well as 
echos of g(t). 

V. EQUALIZED FILTERS 
There are classes of networks whose group delay 
variation is extremely small within the network 
bandwidth. These networks are characterized by 
rounded amplitude characteristics such as Gaussian. 
In addition to their rather weak amplitude at· 
tributes, it must also be remembered that design tao 
bles for these networks are for the low pass case and 
that phase characteristics are not transferrable from 
the low pass prototype through a band pass transfor· 
mation except in special cases. 

A general method for generating networks with 
linear phase characteristics are arbitrary amplitude 
attributes is obviously needed and must utilize non
minimum phase networks. 

The most successful method involves the decomposi
tion of network attributes into Amplitude and Varia
tion of Group Delay specifications as shown in Figure 
10. 
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Figure ZO. Decomposition of Amplitude and Group 
Delay Specifications 

If we choose a filter which meets the amplitude 
specification from a design table or indeed synthesize 
a standard filter such as a low-ripple Tchebbychef, 
T(w), we find that the filter meets the amplitude 
specification but does not meet the group delay 
specification as shown in Figure 11. 

w 

Figure 11. Group Delay Does Not Meet Specification 



Consider an all-pass network of th e following form: 

ECw) = (jw)2 - ajw + b 
(jw)2 + ajw + b 

Note that 

IECw)1 = 1 for a ll w 

a nd OCw) = 2 tan - 1 aw 

b- w2 

t h en - dOCw)= -2aCw 2 + b) 
dw Cw2 - b)2 + a 2w2 

which has the form of Figure 12: 

- dOCw) 
dw 

~ ______________ ~ __ ~w 

Figure 12. Group Delay Response of All-Pass 
Network 

The total area under the group delay curve for an all
pass network of this form is given by: 

00 

f 
- 00 

- dOCw) dw = 27T 
dw 

+ 

For concatenated linear networks group delay is ad
ditive: 

A Cw) = I GCw) I • jOg(w) I HCw) I • iOh(w) 

I ACw)1 • jOa(w) = I GCw) II HCw) I • j(Og(w) +9h(w)) 

- dOaCw) - d - d - d 
and -;rc;;-= ijOgCw) + OhCW)) = dw OgC w) + dw OhCW) 

By a djusting the parameters a and b and synthesiz
ing ECw) as a constant impedance network , ECw) can 
be concatenated with TCw) to equalize the variation 
in group delay without affectin.g amplitude respon.se. 
Thus Group Delay variation can be equalized as 
shown in Figure 13, a nd ECw) is called a Group Delay 
Equalizer. 

Since a ll-pass networks can be synthesized as cons
tant impedance networks, additional "sections" can 
be concatenated as follows: 

EQUALIZERS, 

n 

ECw)= Tr 
i = 1 

(jW)2 - ai (jw) + bi 

(jw)2 + ai (jw) + bi 

n 

d - dO.cw) I an - -
dw 

2a Cw2 + bi) 

i = 1 

Note that for n equalization sections there are 2n 
parameters. Parameter b controls the frequency of 
the peak while parameter a controls the height of the 
pea k and h ence t h e sh ape of t he curve. 

Figure 13. Group Delay Equalization 
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Calculation of the required parameters is extremely 
difficult as at present 

THERE IS NO ANALYTICAL METHOD FOR DETERMIN ING THE 
PARAMETERS 

,nd 
GROUP DELAY IS NOT SCALEABLE FROM FREQUENCY TO FRE· 

QUENCY. 

Each filter requirement must, therefore, be custom 
designed. In addition, each equalizer section affects 
the group delay curve throughout the frequency 
range, which is to say, ECw) cannot be decomposed for 
design simplicity-the entire expression must be 
evaluated for each parameter variation. Needless to 
say, a great deal of experience is required to effec
tively design equalizers and equalized filters. 

To further complicate matters, true all pass networks 
cannot be physically synthesized due to parasitic ele· 
ments and lossy elements. Therefore, variance from 
the theoretical group delay curve is encountered as 
well as amplitude variations, 

VI. AMPLITUDE RESPONSE OF 
EQUALIZERS 
In Section V, we derived group delay equalizer sec
tions whose amplitude characteristics were all-pass. 
The physical synthesis of these sections usually takes 
the form of a non·ladder structure. The singularities 
are in the form of the quadripole shown in Figure 14. 

jw 

\ r--;-_. 
"j l~ I _....L_+.,,--_-'\-_ _ +--''--.O: 

:-r 
wz 

I \ 
I 
I O:p 

I 

* 

O:z 

I 

" 

Figure 14. S Plane Representation of All Pass 
Network 

It is apparent that the all·pass characteristics of the 
quadripole depends upon strict symmetry of the 
singularities. Physically, the equality of O:p and O:z de· 
pends upon the loss characteristics of the compo
nents; usually inductors-the higher the Q, the more 
O:p and O:z approximate equality. In addition, the 
smaller O:p and O:z are with respect to wp and W z the 
higher the Q requirements. These attributes are 
more easily handled by referring to 9p. 

Define g = cos 9p 
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Referring to Figure 15 which shows the amplitude reo 
sponse of an "all-pass" equalizer section 

iECw)i 

L-__________________ -..w 

Figure 15. All·Pass Equalizer Section 

Ae is approximately given by 

2Q g - 1 . 
Ae= 2Q g + 1 or In dB ,AedB = 20 log 

2Qg - 1 
2Qg +1 

where Q refers to the quality factor of the inductors, 
LJ and L2 used in an all pass, constant impedance 
section of the form of Figure 16. 

Figure 16. All·Pass Constant Impedance Network 

The deviation from true all pass characteristics also 
changes the form of the group delay curve and must 
be taken into account when designing group 
equalizers. 
In addition, when utilizing large number of group 
delay equalizer sections, amplitude equalization may 
also be necessary as the amplitude bumps of peak 
deviation Ae add in dB. 

VII. COMPUTER OPTIMIZATION 
Although group delay equalization can be achieved 
through hand calculation and trial and error, today's 
requirements dictate the utilization of computer op
timization programs. These programs can achieve 
least squares and/or least pth approximations to the 



required group delay specification and ca n simul 
taneously optimize amplitude parameters as well as 
account for pa rasit ic and lossy physical elements. At 
COMSTRON • SEG, extremely sh a rp equa lized 
fi lters with group delay equalizers of 40 or more 
para met ers a re regularly designed a nd produced. 
T hrough th e use of compute r opt imization of 
a mplitude response, the difficulty of group delay 
equalization can also be reduced. 
T h ese t echniques invol ve th e ca lc ulation of 
amplitude response parameters to optimize ph ase 
linearity or group delay while maintaining the re
quired amplitude r e.sponse. The result ing networks 
cannot be arrived at an alytically but are superior to 
classically synt hesized networks. 
Historically, the filter designer has uti lized a na lytic 
tools to place singula rities judiciously. Most often 
compromises were made because th e lack of com
puta tion a l power and techniques did not permit t he 
designer . to e ffi ciently place s ingula r ities for op
timum results . The requirements of today's com
munication systems are such that the performance 
gained through delay equalization a nd computer op
timization is an absolute necessity . 

VIII. PASSIVE VS. ACTIVE 
Although active networks perfor m reasonably well 
up to approxima tely 100kHz, de lay equa lizers and 
equalized filters a re perhaps best synt hesized as 
passive devices down to approximately 100Hz. This is 
especia lly true for extremely sha rp fil ters with zeroes 
of transmission in the stop band, as well as equalizers 
with more than a few sections. These networks de
pe nd upon extre m e ly acc ur a te place me n t of 
s ingula rities especia lly in rela tion to one a nother . 
Active devices a re genera lly synt hesized such th at 
th e singularities are independent of one another. 
While a t first gla nce this independen ce a ppears to be 
a virtue, consider what happens should a shift take 
place. Since the s ingularities are in dependent of one 
a nothe r , the relative placement can be ext remely dis· 
torted resulting in severe degradation of the net · 
work. For example, consider the case of an equalizer 
comprised of many sharp sections as shown in Figure 
17. 

Figure 1 7. Equalizer 
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If one ele me nt sh ifts, th e resul t can be as shown in 
Figure 18. 

Figure 18. Shift of One Element 

Since passive networks are interactive, the relative 
pl a ce men t of th e s in g ula ri t ie s is reaso n a bly 
preserved despite a shift of on e ele ment. Th e dis· 
astrous effects sh own will therefore usually not t ake 
place with a passive equa lizer . In addition , passive 
networks are more easily temperature compensated 
beca use of t h e can celling temperature coeffi cien ts of 
ferrite materials and capacitors . Resistors do not 
h ave t his t emperatu re coefficient a ttribute. 
Below 100Hz ac tive networks a re usua lly dicta ted be· 
cause of the s ize, weight and lossiness of passive 
devices. 

IX. SPECIFYING EQUALIZERS AND 
EQUALIZED FILTERS 

Equa lizer s a nd Equalize d Filters a r e gen erally 
specificed in terms of the a llowa ble variation in 
group delay over a given band. Very often , specifica· 
tion is made in terms of an allowable mask for 
equalization. For example, see Figure 19. 

w 

Figure 19. Group Delay Specification Mask 



The curve to be equa lized can either be specified in 
terms of a graph or as data points. The minimum 
number of sections required to equalize a,curve can 
be estimated by the a rea required to fill t he curve. 
For example, referring to Figure 20 the area required 
to fi ll the curve from 100Hz is approximately 500/.LS x 
3kHz x 2 1f = 2 7T n .5). Since each section can con· 
tribute an area of 2 'iT , a minimum of 1.5 sections is 
required just to fill up the required a rea. In order to 
match the curve, additional sections are required so 
an estimate of three or four sections is in order 
assuming the tolerance required is not stringent. 

500/kS 
I 

'----------------' Frequency 

I 
I 

100Hz 

I 

I 
3kHz 

Figure 20. Area to Fill Group Delay Curue 
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It is important to understand t hat the absolute de lay 
within a circuit can not be reduced. Equalizers cor
rect, at a specific point in the circuit, for relative 
values of delay distortion across th e passband. Fun 
dam entally, re lative delay distortion is corrected by 
adding extra delay to those areas in frequency where 
the delay value is low. This effectively flattens the 
passband by sett ing the overall distort ion levels 
across the band, at the value of the highest delay. 
Even t hough the absolute (total) de lay has been in
creased, distortion due to variation in group delay is 
substantially reduced. 
The best tolerance to which equalization can gener
ally be achieved is approximately 1 % if the total delay 
of the equalizer. This tolet·ance generally takes the 
form of ripples superi mposed on constant group 
delay. In the above case, the total delay of the 
equalizer would be approximately 1000/.Ls a nd the 
tolerance would be 10M-so In order to achieve this 
tolerance, however, many more sections would be re
quired. The maxim':lm number of sections that gen
erally can be realistically used is thirty. 
It should be remembered that smoot h shallow curves 
are easier to equalize than bumpy or steep curves. 
Wideband equalizers som etimes prese n t added 
difficulty because of t he large amount of area re
quired to be fill ed a nd t he potentially wide range of 
component values needed to mai ntai n constant impe
dance. In addition, good equalization is generally 
more important at midband or midchannel than at 
band edges. Therefore, equalizer specifications are 
usua lly drawn to be most stringent at mid-band and 
relaxed at band edges. 
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COMSTRON · SEG 's on-time 
delivery of " impossible" filters, 
from engineering conception to 
mathematica l synthesis, through 
quality oriented production, 
satisfies our most demanding 
customers. 
Whatever your needs .. . from 
spectral shaping and phase 
correction to time-domain 
synthesis ... you can rely on the 
filter experts at COMSTRON ' 
SEG. Computer-optimized 
custom designs from DC to 
120MHz with sharp roll oils or 
phase correction or narrow 
bandwidths, all in production 
quantities with competitive 
pricing . NAME IT AND 
COMSTRON ' SEG WILL 
DELIVER IT ON SCHEDULE' 
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